
 

 

 

Chair of the Board of Trustees  

Role profile 

 

Background 

Between 2018 and 2022 we will invest nearly £4.5m to help museums in Cornwall to thrive. Our 

ambitious programme will promote innovation, help museums to raise standards, improve 

museums’ business performance, and develop and share new knowledge about museums’ 

collections to inspire a wide range of people.  

We will extend our partnership working, collaborating more closely with our partners in Higher 

Education in particular. We will continue to place a strong focus on leadership and governance, 

launching a new Leadership Kitemark scheme in 2018.  

Put simply, we want to help museums to make people’s lives better by ensuring that Cornwall’s 

unique cultural identity is shared with and enjoyed by as many people as possible. We will support 

museums to 

• Contribute to life-long learning, self-expression and creativity; 

• Entertain and inspire people, bringing communities together and informing individual and 

community identity; 

• Create a sense of belonging and active public participation in decision-making; 

• Revitalise local economies, offering employment, training and work experience 

opportunities. 

Our commitment to diversity will be the common thread running through our work – diversifying 

museum audiences and the people who work in museums is critical for organisational resilience. We 

will champion diversity and inclusion.   

We are sector leaders in collaborative leadership and will continue to work collaboratively to change 

the culture of museums and help them to be more open and connected to the people they serve. 

From 2018-2002 we will 

1. Promote innovation in museum practice;  

2. Help museums maximise the potential of digital technologies;  

3. Diversify the museum workforce;  

4. Improve skills in the museum workforce;  



5. Improve the understanding of Cornwall’s museum collections; 

6. Advocate for the value of museums; 

7. Support museums to deliver great visitor experiences, for a wider range of people, 

both onsite and online. 

More information about our work can be found on our YouTube channel 

Vision, Mission and Values  

We think that museums create moments of wonder which enrich people’s lives. Museums are 

dynamic and engaging places that play a critical role in linking our past to the present and helping 

us to shape the future.  

Vision 

Our vision is that Cornwall’s museums will be a strong network of sustainable organisations, at the 

heart of Cornwall’s culture, creating memorable and enjoyable experiences for all. They will be 

valued as having a unique role in connecting communities to their heritage and culture, in sharing 

Cornwall’s unique stories with its visitors and in bringing ideas and cultural experiences from around 

the world to Cornwall. Museums’ partnerships with business, public and voluntary sector 

organisations will be recognised as making considerable contributions to Cornwall’s economy, skills 

base, community cohesion and wellbeing. Cornwall Museums Partnership will be recognised for 

pioneering a new model of collaborative leadership which promotes innovation and resilience in the 

cultural sector. 

Mission 

Our charity exists to help all museums in Cornwall to thrive, for the benefit of everyone living in and 

visiting Cornwall. We develop and manage collaborative programmes of work which are designed 

to help museums raise standards, engage with more people and to be sustainable and resilient. We 

help museums to do the things that some find difficult to do on their own including advocacy, 

audience development, fundraising and workforce development.  

Values 

• Collaboration – we believe that collaboration provides fertile ground for the flourishing of 

inventive and resourceful practice; 

• Diversity –Diversity is a core theme of our work; we use collaboration to help museums 

become more open and connected with a far wider range of people.  We believe that 

collaborative leadership is the key to adaptive resilience and sustainability. CMP exists to 

invigorate the sector and bring new ideas, new connections and new resources to help a 

much wider range of people access and participate in culture; 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8_P8su0ljWt1arpFATJEqw


• Distinctiveness - we promote museums’ individual distinctiveness; we believe that every 

museum has a strength from which others can learn; 

• Learning - we actively seek feedback and reflect on it to help us improve what we do. We 

share our learning as widely as possible; 

• Integrity – we are trusted, accountable and transparent;  

• Creativity – we seek new solutions and think differently;  

• Support – we work respectfully with our staff, volunteers and partner organisations;  

• Ambition – we pioneer new ways of doing things, seek new audiences, and set high 

standards in everything we do. 

 

Cornwall Museums Partnership is a charitable incorporated organisation governed by a Board of 

Trustees employing 5.4 FTE staff.  

Charitable Objects 

The objects of the CIO are to  

a) Advance education for the public benefit by encouraging and promoting participation in the 

study, knowledge  and enjoyment of science and technology, history and the arts with special 

reference to Cornwall, the surrounding area and the Isles of Scilly; and 

b) Promote the effective use of charitable resources by museums and art galleries in Cornwall, 

the surrounding area and the Isles of Scilly for the benefit of the public, 

 

in particular, but without limitation, by providing a means by which museums and art galleries in 

Cornwall, the surrounding area and the Isles of Scilly can collaborate with a view to enabling them 

to collect, preserve, interpret and provide access to collections of local, regional, national and 

international significance. 

The Post of Chair 

These trustees of the CIO include individuals nominated by the National Maritime Museum 

Cornwall, Royal Cornwall Museum, Penlee House, Falmouth Art Gallery, Leach Pottery and Wheal 

Martyn and it is important that the Chair is seen to be independent from these organisations.  It is 

therefore a requirement of the Chair that they have not been a board member or an employee of 

any of the partner museums within the last five years.  The chair will be a non-executive position 

and will have no voting rights. The position of Chair is unpaid, apart from expenses. 

 

https://www.cornwallmuseumspartnership.org.uk/trustees/
https://www.cornwallmuseumspartnership.org.uk/trustees/
https://www.cornwallmuseumspartnership.org.uk/about-us/


The Chair will hold the Board and Executive Team to account for the Charity’s mission and vision, 

providing inclusive leadership to the Board of Trustees, ensuring that each trustee fulfils their duties 

and responsibilities for the effective governance of the charity. The Chair will also support, and, 

where appropriate, challenge the Chief Executive and ensure that the Board functions as a unit and 

works closely with the Executive of the charity to achieve agreed objectives. He or she will act as an 

ambassador and be the public face of the charity in partnership with the Chief Executive. 

Main Responsibilities of the Chair  

The Chair’s main responsibility is to enable the Board to fulfil their responsibilities for the overall 

governance and strategic direction of the CIO, ensuring that the CIO complies with its governing 

document (Memorandum and Articles of Association), charity law and associated regulations 

company law and any other relevant legislation or regulations. Ensuring best practice, the Chair will 

lead the CIO as the organiaation pursues its objects (defined in its governing document) by 

undertaking the following responsibilities:  

 

Strategic leadership 

• Provide leadership to the charity and its Board, ensuring that the Charity has maximum impact 

for its beneficiaries;  

• Ensure that Trustees fulfil their duties and responsibilities for the effective governance of the 

Charity; 

• Ensure that the Board operates within its charitable objectives, and provides a clear strategic 

direction for the Charity; 

• Ensure that the Board is able to regularly review major risks and associated opportunities, and 

satisfy itself that systems are in place to take advantage of opportunities, and manage and 

mitigate the risks; 

• Ensure that the Board fulfils its duties to ensure sound financial health of the charity, with 

systems in place to ensure financial accountability. 

Governance 

• Ensure that the governance arrangements are working in the most effective way for the 

Charity;  

• Develop the knowledge and capability of the Board of Trustees;  

• Encourage positive change, where appropriate, and address and resolve any conflicts within the 

Board;  

• Appraise the performance of the Trustees and the Board on an annual basis; 

• Work within any agreed policies adopted by the charity.  



External Relations  

• Act as an ambassador for the work of the Cornwall Museums Partnership;   

• Maintain close relationships with key decision makers at local, regional and national level; 

• Act as a spokesperson for the organisation when appropriate; 

• Represent the charity at external functions, meetings and events; 

• Facilitate change, and address any potential conflicts within the partnership and  with external 

stakeholders. 

Efficiency and effectiveness 

• Chair meetings of the Board of Trustees effectively and efficiently, bringing impartiality and 

objectivity to the decision making process; 

• Ensure that the Board takes collective ownership of the Cornwall Museums Partnership and 

that Trustees are fully engaged and that decisions are taken in the best, long-term interests of 

the Charity; 

• Foster, maintain and ensure that constructive relationships exist with and between the 

Trustees; 

• Work closely with the Chief Executive to give direction to Board policy-making and to ensure 

that meetings are well planned, meaningful and reflect the responsibilities of trustees; 

• Monitor that decisions taken at meetings are implemented. 

Relationship with the Chief Executive and the wider management team 

• Establish and build a strong, effective and a constructive working relationship with the Chief 

Executive, ensuring they are held to account for achieving agreed strategic objectives; 

• Support the Chief Executive, maintaining an open and supportive relationship within which 

each can speak openly about concerns, worries and challenges; 

• Liaise with the Chief Executive to maintain an overview of the Charity’s affairs;  

• Conduct an annual appraisal and remuneration review for the Chief Executive in consultation 

with other Trustees; 

• Ensure that the Chief Executive has the opportunity for professional development and has 

appropriate external professional support. 

 

Time Consideration  

It is anticipated that the Chair will need to commit to approximately two days a month in fulfilling 

his/her role for the CIO. The Board of the CIO meets 4 times a year.  

 



It is important that the Chair is based in Cornwall, is able to visit the office of the Cornwall Museums 

Partnership at Krowji, Redruth and is available to the Chief Executive on a regular basis via email 

and telephone. 

Person Specification, Experience and Qualities of the Chair  

The Chair will bring to the Board professional, independent expertise and a commitment to the 

museum and heritage sector.  They will bring to the Board an independent and external view of 

business and charitable performance that will add knowledge and skills to the strategic decision-

making processes of the Board.  The Chair is especially positioned to develop and maintain the 

highest standards of governance for sustaining a viable and successful organisation. 

 

The Chair will be alert and responsive to the external environment and will encourage new 

initiatives and policies which support change where appropriate. The Chair will probe facts and 

assumptions and ensure that the Board takes decisions by weighing evidence, reasonable 

assumptions, ethical considerations and factual information. Given that all other trustees are 

executive officers or trustees of specific museums, an important role of the chair of the CIO will be 

to ensure that decision making does not unreasonably benefit the members of the board and that 

the decision making processes are seen to be transparent and fair. 

 

Through their network of personal contacts, the Chair will strive to be a visible figurehead for the 

CIO, promoting the ambitions of the CIO, making a strong and positive impression across a range of 

stakeholders. Qualified by experience, the Chair is likely to have / have had a role(s) at a senior 

decision making level in other relevant organisations and ideally be an experienced board member.  

The Chair will lead meetings with authority and credibility, establishing rapport quickly. The Chair 

will be sufficiently competent and skilful to shape and influence the effectiveness of the Board’s 

decision-making capability and ensure that it is energised and able to deal with all issues arising on 

the agenda. The Chair must adopt an appropriate interpersonal style in guiding the Board towards 

achieving tasks, by fostering co-operation, effective team work and taking the views of others into 

account. The Chair will maintain open lines of communication with the Board and Chief Executive, 

being frank and open, willing to listen and questioning to ensure understanding.  

 

The chair will encourage full engagement of the Board, both executive and non-executive, thereby 

maximising the whole team’s potential.  The qualities of an outstanding Chair include being able to 

stand back while overseeing the organisation and being responsive to demands and obligations. 

 



The Chair is positioned to develop and maintain the highest standards of governance for sustaining 

and developing the viability and success of the CIO. The Board demands honesty and 

trustworthiness of members and Trustees, who need to be enthusiastic, work in co-operation and 

have mutual respect for peers.  

In summary, the Chair will need to demonstrate the following essential qualities: 

• commitment to the purpose and values of Cornwall Museums Partnership; 

• proven and demonstrable leadership ability; 

• integrity, strategic vision and good/ independent judgement; 

• a willingness to devote the necessary time and effort to their duties as Chair and Trustee; 

• an ability to take strong decisions for the good of the CIO; 

• objectivity and informed and independent judgement; 

• excellent interpersonal and communication skills; 

• tact and diplomacy; 

• willingness to speak their mind as well as listen to the views of others; 

• an ability to work effectively as a member of a team of experienced and independent 

individuals giving their time as Trustees. 

 

It is essential that the Chair has:  

• a strong commitment to the work of the museum and heritage sector in Cornwall; 

• experience of Committee/ Trustee work and an understanding of the legal responsibilities 

and liabilities of a Trustee; 

• experience of working with partnerships; 

• no current active association with any interest which could conflict with the aims and 

activities of the Partnership. 

Application process 

If you are interested in joining our dynamic team to help create a bright future for Cornwall’s 
heritage please contact our Chairman Ferrers Vyvyan for an informal discussion on 01326 221224 or 
email fv@trelowarren.com 

Applicants should submit a supporting letter outlining their skills and experience in relation to the 
role description and their reasons for being interested in the post, to Ferrers Vyvyan no later than 
5pm on Wednesday 31st January 2018. 

 

 


